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Inside a modern masterpiece envisioned by Samsel Architects,

opulence and lavish design converge. This bespoke residence,

situated in The Cliffs at Walnut Cove, sets the standard for

modern luxury living in Asheville, NC. Custom-crafted and

perched overlooking the Jack Nicklaus Signature Golf Course

against the stunning backdrop of the Blue Ridge Mountains.

Josh Smith



Café™ 30" Smart Built-In Convection Single Wall Oven in Platinum Glass
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IInsideYour choice of where to build your home is a

reflection of your unique lifestyle. Inside

Magazine goes beyond mere bricks and mortar;

it delves into the emotions evoked by the fusion

of architecture, interior design, custom

construction, and property, helping you discover

what these elements truly mean to you. It's about

capturing that indescribable feeling when you

envision your dream living space.
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NATURE’S
LUXURY

This home is a captivating blend of nature's finest, sustainable choices,
and contemporary trends. It weaves together an intricate tapestry of
diverse elements – from the earthy warmth of various stones and
woods to the transparency of glass and the tactile richness of leather.
These carefully selected materials infuse a luxurious essence into the
natural canvas of the living space, crafting a design narrative that's both
timeless and in vogue. It's a symphony of textures and tones that
elevates the home's aesthetic into a sophisticated, yet harmonious,
masterpiece.

THIS WEEK'S INTERIOR TRENDS
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MODERNITY
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NATURE
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Living on a golf course remains timeless due to its allure to the affluent. It offers an
exclusive, serene haven where the wealthy can unwind and socialize. This elite lifestyle,
blending leisure and luxury, continues to be an enduring symbol of privilege and
sophistication. This underscores that owning a property on a golf course is not just about a
home; it's an investment in a prestigious, sought-after lifestyle enjoyed by the super-
wealthy. This can enhance the property's desirability and potential resale value, attracting
buyers who aspire to this elite and relaxed environment. Inside the prestigious enclave of
The Cliffs at Walnut Cove, Asheville, NC, this bespoke residence epitomizes modern
luxury living. Custom-crafted, it commands sweeping views of the Jack Nicklaus Signature
Golf Course, set against the timeless backdrop of the Blue Ridge Mountains. With 14-foot
ceilings and an astounding 138 windows, this home basks in the embrace of natural light,
including three record-breaking Western windows, an architectural feat in North
American residential design.
Architects of international acclaim, Samsel Architects, based in Asheville, North Carolina,
is an award-winning architectural firm known for its sustainable and innovative designs.
With over three decades of experience, they have shaped diverse projects, from
residential homes to commercial spaces, harmonizing functionality with natural
surroundings, and earning recognition for their commitment to environmental
stewardship. Celebrated for their avant-garde residential designs, in this project, they
seamlessly blended modernity with the serenity of the mountain landscape.
The main floor unfolds with a meticulously designed primary bedroom suite, complete
with a spacious walk-in closet, a custom primary bath suite, and a cozy sitting room. A
lower level houses in-house caretaker quarters and a remarkable 1,500-bottle wine cellar, a
demonstration of the residence's dedication to both practicality and luxury.
This exceptional residence features an abundance of guest rooms, versatile multi-use
spaces, and intimate sitting areas, offering the perfect setting for gatherings and solitude
alike. This home marries luxury living with convenience in an exclusive gated community
and is laden with architectural brilliance, blending seamlessly with the magnificence of
nature, creating a refined way of life.
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KITCHEN

INSIDE GUIDE
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The residence features a spacious open-plan kitchen designed for
modern living. Its standout centerpiece is a generously sized square-
shaped island with a sleek, seamless, and knobless matte white
cabinetry, embodying a minimalist aesthetic. An elongated linear light
fixture hangs elegantly in the center, providing ample illumination.
Wall-mounted ovens and a contemporary stainless steel cooktop range
with classic knob detailing complete the culinary workspace.
Complementing this setup are low-profile bucket seat counter stools in
a matching white hue, offering both style and comfort.
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Inside Style
T H E  C A T A L O G U E



ED ITOR ’S  P ICK
EDITION 41

The Koncept Royyo 6 1/2" Wide Matte
Black Mini Pendant is a sleek and
contemporary lighting fixture. Its

minimalist design and matte black finish
make it a stylish addition to any space,
offering both form and function in a

compact pendant form.



Borcelle Store

nuevo 
table
Asymmetrical frame crafted
in high polish nickel and
glass top table.

ALCHEMY FINE HOME

level daybed
Minimalist Daybed crafted
from leather and dark
hardwood.

LEIBAL

kara chair
Metal wood-patterned
swivel chair with leather
seating. 

MARC SADLER

haru end
table
Cylindrical stainless steel
base in brown and gold
finishes  with a tempered
clear glass and polished gold
steel tray top.

IKON

LIVINGStyle
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Borcelle Store

colt sofa
Four-piece sectional
features subtly flared sides
and a plinth-style wrapped
wooden base in heirloom
leather .

HIGH FASHION HOME

hocker
ottoman
Modular rectangular uber-
soft ottoman in suede. 

NADUVI HOME

achille
cushions
Faux shearling-covered
ultra modern cushion. 

LEPOUF

grey wool
rug
Handmade high-weave wool
rug.

HDH

LOUNGEStyle
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Borcelle Store

branching
chandelier
Lacquered Brass Glass
Finish branch design
chandelier.

ITALIAN CONCEPT

Taji Dining
table
Italian ceramic top in Grey
and sleek fiberglass base in a
black finish.

HIGH FASHION HOME

doa dining
chair
Shells made of two
interlocking padded and
leather upholstered parts.
Structure in ash woo.

EILERSEN

candle
holder
5-Arm Gold Candelabra
Candle Holder Centerpiece

HAMPTON HOUSE

DININGStyle
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Borcelle Store

wave bar
stool
Scandinavian Metal Plastic
Counter Stools Backless Bar
Stools with Bucket Seat.

CREATE WHITE

Gas
Rangetop

48" Commercial-Style Gas
Rangetop with 6 Burners
and Integrated Griddle.

CAFÉ™ APPLIANCES

Essence
Linear
Pendant
Light
Satin Nickel lighting fixture
with linear design.

2 MODERNN

Wall Mount
Hood
36” Smart Designer Wall
Mount Hood w/ Perimeter
Venting.

CAFÉ™ APPLIANCES

KITCHENStyle
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Borcelle Store

amer light
Architecture, sculpture and
jewelry inspired smoke glass
pendant.

SOUTH HILL HOME

Pythagoras
drawer
Sustainable wood  
minimalistic design bedside
table. 

MAZE 

chopin
headboard
Merlin Peale leather in plain
finish wall mounted wood
headboard. 

VERDI

bermuda
sofa
Cassina Le Corbusier
Designer Leather Armchair
Black Genuine Leather
Chair.

1ST DIBS

BEDROOMStyle
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Borcelle Store

aveni bath
Freestanding acrylic
bathtub.

BOL

glacier
sconce
Floating panel of thick
artisan cast glass with hand-
polished steel.

]HAMMERTON

kemble
mirror
Hand carved rectangle
mirror is finished in dark
mahogany with satin brass
accents.

MIRROR HOME

beliani
mirror
Black frame hand-held
mirror with marble effect
base.

BELIANI

BATHROOMStyle
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OUTDOOR

INSIDE GUIDE
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The outdoor style embraces a subtle rustic charm, owing to its use of
square stone cladding on pillars and as paving blocks. These elements
blend seamlessly with the natural surroundings. A fire pit, positioned at
a distance and on a lower level, creates a cozy focal point. The modern
outdoor seating and complementary decor items enhance the outdoor
space's contemporary appeal while harmonizing with the rustic
aesthetic. This thoughtfully designed outdoor oasis offers a perfect
balance between modern comfort and a connection to the serene
natural landscape, making it an ideal setting for relaxation and social
gatherings.
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Borcelle Store

kave char
Teak square framed chair
with linen covered soft
seating. 

GOOSSENS

span round
marble table
Bianco Carrara marble and
cherry wood table.

SALVATORI

quentin chair
Anodized aluminum square
structured outdoor chair.

DODO

petal 
stool
Lucienne ceramic outdoor
decorative stool. 

ZULILY

LIVINGStyle
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C O R R O S I O N
C o l l e c t i o n

collectionsbylepang 

LEPANG
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Editor

Designer, Artist & Author, Lepang Ferguson has been
working in the lifestyle industry for many years, having
spent most of her career as a graphic designer & product
developer, her love for interior and industrial design
grew, allowing her to develop her own collections and
work seamlessly in the interior & lifestyle design
industry. 

@insideinteriorsmag
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